

































 4.การพน่ผนงัด้วยสเปรย์ (Graffiti Art) 







Unconventionally Design stlye 
นทัธพชัร ์นอ้ยสวสัดิ ์ Natthapat Noisawad 
 
การแปะโปสเตอร์ หรือใบปดิ โดยใชก้าวทา 
(Wheat pasting หรือ Poster Art) 
 
การพน่ผนงัดว้ยสสีเปรย ์โดยมบีลอ็กกัน้ส ี(Stencil Graffiti) 
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การแปะประดบัดว้ยกระเบือ้ง (Mosaic tiling) 
ตดิสตกิเกอร ์(Sticker Art) 
 
การพน่ผนงัดว้ยสเปรย ์(Graffiti Art) 
การแกะสลักต้นไม ้ใบไม้ หรือ อาคาร (Wood Blocking) 



























ภาพฉายบนกำแพง (Video projection) 



























































































 Unorthodox Style in Design 
Street Art 
 There are numerous fields of art on our 
living planet. Its emergences enrich the joyful 
sense, mind and emotion of all mankind 
irrespective of socio-economic status. One of 
them is not something new, but a contemporary 
work results that has assimilated into the living 
way of the poor indistinguishably, it’s called 
“StreetArt”.
 Street art is spectacular and has spread 
worldwide.  It’s analogous to communication the 
artist wants to communicate and express their 
inner thought and emotion. Street art includes 
several types; painting, wall-drawing, and so on. 
 Street art has been developed from public 
creative work which we usually see the along the 
street. Often, we misunderstand about the street 
art and perceive it as illegal. In fact, it reflects 
the original thinking about anti-social act and 
deregulation, and asset destruction unreasonably. 
 General public know the street art in the 
name of “Graffit i”which it is a street art
technique. 
 Spraying art on wall, pathway, and street 
is included in street art. 
Punk Style 
 Punk is a slang word used to name thing 
or person who is nonsense or shoddy burglar. The 




with fire after the war. The Great Britain changed 
its way into industrial revolution where technology 
replaces the human labor. The social class was 
recognized notably.  The hypocrites lived the live 
happily on the low and middle class worker’s 
effort and sweat, leading to the riot and 
confliction consequently. The labor workers were 
forced to work three days weekly.  The stock 
marketdroppedwhileinflationroseupto25%.
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The mine workers’ protestation led to the general 
election,andtheoccurred2nd election in three 
month later. The IRA placed the explosion at 
several important places. The performance shows 
at pubs were needed by people to keep away 
from the social disorder.  
 Thus, the English teenagers had faced 
with violence at that time, and lead to the 
teenager’s rally to interexchange their opinion and 
created their own social group, based on the 
Anarchism in their way of living. They created 
the stunning fashion, drug abuse, body piercing 
and tattoo, hair dyeing, freakish hair styling, all 
they had done to withdraw from society. These 
peoplewerecalled“Punk”.Actually,theword
“Punk”wasoriginatedfromthehereticswho
were dissatisfied with law. They had their bed 
along the street and underground. The heretics 
called“Anarchy”representingby“A”alphabet.
Punk Concept  
Punk concept included the following; 
 1. The identification of extremity can be 
characterized by the use of the color, especially 
white and black only. For hair style, if not 
shaving the hair, the hair style is changed 
extremely or mixed in both male and female. 
 2.The old fashion is destroyed and
replaced by new fashion to identify own unique 
identification. 
 3. The use of pin or chain is used along 
with leather cloth to represent the living in 
painfulness as normal. 
 4.Physicaldissectionorpiercingismade
on distinct area. 
 5.Concentrated on silver metal
accessories, not gold. 
 When speaking about the punk, most of 
us often heard the punk music such as Sex 
Pistols musical band, or Vivienne Weastwood, 
punk-style designer. In art field, artistic results 
have been recognized competitively. Punk is 
somewhat independent and attractive due to it 
colorfulness. In the past, punk artwork has been 
somewhat slightly, the color like black and white 
had been focused primarily. Today punk has been 
famous among teenagers worldwide and the color 
of black and white still has been emphasized, but 
other colors such as red, pink, blue, and green are 
seen more frequently today. 
 Punk artwork focuses black color as main 
theme, followed by other colors. It may include 
the pictures of star, skeleton, body skeleton, while 
we may see the background in chess design 
occasionally. Once punk music band has emerged, 
the artwork on CD cover reflects the punk style 
increasingly, and you may see the gesturing of 
the artists. 
 Today punk artwork has been popular 
among the teenagers worldwide as resulted from 
its independence, despites the violence is 
sometimes included due to the influence of the 
violencein1970swhentheGreatBritainoccurred
the conflict and class division was seen obviously. 
 Most Punk artworks have been appeared 
on the CD cover. The punk style usually 
represents the intentional disobedience, for 
examples, the use of texts excerpted from 
newspapers or magazines which often involved the 
kidnapping. Early punk artwork included only two 
colors; black and white. The publication was 
distributed in small groups because of the 
investment limitation. In the past, the color 
printing was costly. Later, when color printing 
had been cheaper, the other colors have been 
replaced, for examples, “Never Mind the
Bollocks”bySexPistolsbandwhichtheyellow
color and pink had been used on the black color 
background. 
 Mark Vallen, Los Angeles artist said 
“Punkisgorgeousuniqueandintricateart.It
respects for what’s stigmatized as disgusting. The 
overall picture of punk has been designed to 
disturb the social satisfaction in wider range and 
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make it messy. From the punk’s perspective, it’s 
simply destroying the messages. For this reason, 
the punk style is hardly found, except for the 
punk music’ CD cover. 
 Punk artwork is composed from rough 
alphabets to savage picture of people with thorns 
stabbed around the body. Most alphabets and 
pictures are cut or torn from newspapers or 
magazines. The color of the texts and pictures are 
distinctive in two colors; for examples, black and 
white. The core stylishness of the punk looks like 
an effort of communicating the understanding in 
different areas, satirizing the feeling and act of 
human.  
 Early punk seems like the return of the 
stenciling art and straightforward transmission of 
words, mainly involved social issues, for 
instances, unfairness, the use of the intricate and 
complex text and pictures for communicating the 
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situation. It may use the pictures representing the 
selfishness and foolishness to stimulate the 
audiences’ feeling. The symbols usually used as 
emotional transmittance, for examples, the Queen 
of England was stabbed by pin at her cheek 
 Punk visual art is an artwork that is 
usually appeared on the CD cover and leaflets, 
focusing on the violence, for examples, the text 
excerpted from newspapers or magazine in early 
age was usually in black and white. However, 
when it has played a role, other colors such as 
pink and yellow are used along together with 
black color. 
 Punk visual art also involves whatever 
colorful texts and figures with sharp objects, 
pictures excerpted from magazines. The color is 
in two tones while mostly punk style is horrified 
or political comics. 
